In this paper we present an attempt to develop a novel approach to modeling auditory nerve fibers activity and possibly next auditory processing centers in dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei based on a simplified model of spiking neuron. Current state of the model already allows talking about good match between real systems and our model at the qualitative level and supports our belief that this model is robust to additive noise.
Introduction
Speech processing in noisy and reverberant environments at the moment becomes one of the biggest scientific priorities. A vast variety of approaches are tested and used to solve this task. An illustration of one of such approaches may be found in [1] .
Throughout last decade a lot of research effort was dedicated to creation of so-called auditory models, which simulate in considerable detail the core process, which takes place in auditory system, yet are less complicated than strict and detailed biological models. Ensemble Interval Histogram (EIH) technique, presented in [2] , [3] may serve as a typical example of this approach.
Representation of the auditory nerve (AN) fibers as an array of levelcrossing detectors, which is used in EIH doesn't effectively capture essential properties of the AN.
Indeed, the core controversy between experimental data and model proposed in [2] , [3] is reflected by the fact that refractory period of neurons, that form AN (those, having their nuclei contained in cochlear (spiral) ganglion) is of order of magnitude of 1 ms. In other words the maximum frequency of spike generation in axons of AN neurons is only about 1 kHz, while proposed levelcrossing model even for 20kHz tone (approximate upper bound of hearing area) will give a sequence of spikes with the frequency of 20 kHz.
Another unsatisfactory property of the model is an inability to capture dependence of the long-time averaged firing rate of individual neurons in AN upon the amplitude of excitation. Such dependence arises only after introduction of multiple levels for level-crossing detectors and summation of the activity at different levels. Thus, as it was noted by Ghitza in [2] , [3] , individual levelcrossing detectors do not represent individual neural fibers, but the array of detectors at different levels represents activity, averaged upon ensemble of neural fibers.
Further, construction of EIH histogram assumes summation of inverted interspike periods across detectors, connected to different filter-bank channels (different Inner Hair Cells). This strategy conflicts with the observation that in reality tonotopical organization of the fibers is maintained up until the highest levels of processing in auditory cortex.
It is also important to note that majority of psychoacoustical dependencies change their behavior around 500 Hz -1 kHz [4] . In other words, there should exist two principally different ways of sound perception -in the low frequency range (below 1kHz) and high frequency range (above 1kHz). We tend to believe, that this fact is linked to the properties of the AN fibers, in particular, to the refractory period of the AN neurons.
Spiking Neuron Auditory Model
The proposed model consists of several modules, each modelling particular processing stage. An outermost Digital Cochlear Model (DCM) represents human cochlear. Elaborate description of the model can be found in [5] [6] [7] . Next, a model of Inner Hair Cell (IHC) is employed. IHC is represented by serial connection of half-wave rectifier to the leaky integrator [8] . Furhter on, a Spiking Neuron model is used for simulation of the auditory nerve. Finally layers of Pulse-Coupled Spiking Neurons are used to simulate processes, which take place in cochlear nuclei.
Spiking Neuron as a Model of AN fiber
As an alternative to modeling of AN fibers with level-crossing detectors we propose the model of spiking neuron.
This model assumes spike generation as soon as internal activity of the neuron becomes equal to some firing threshold, as opposed to weighted input summation and continuous sigmoid activation function of the classical McCulloch-Pitts neuron. We must note, that response of the classical model represents averaged (over time or ensemble) number of firings of the spiking neuron.
More information about spiking neuron model might be obtained in [9] , [10] . In the most general case spiking neuron is described by system of equations (1) .
where i F -the total feeding signal of the neuron; In our model AN neuron -output impulse generator of the spiking neuron (1), which is driven by IHC membrane potential. While modeling AN fibers conventional spiking model was updated to account for 1 ms refractory period.
AN fiber responses come to dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei, which in our model are represented as layers of mutually connected spiking neurons, described by full set of equations (1). Their feeding inputs are connected to the outputs of AN fiber models, their output activity is recurrently connected to their linking input. Such model became known as Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN).
During experiments a special attention was paid to the configuration of the PCNN layers in which one of them, with smaller linking depth, sends additional inhibitory feeding input to the other layer. Such configuration is inspired by studies of topology and physiology of the mamalian cochlear nuclei [11] , [12] .
Experiments
Experiments with the model showed qualitative agreement of the AN fiber model attached to the cochlear filter bank to the behavior of the real AN fiber [13] , [14] . Dependency of spike count upon stimuus amplitude is sigmoidal and dependency upon stimulus frequency resembles AN fiber tuning curve. Figure 1 depicts response of the model at the level of AN to a number of test tones. It is very important to observe differences in the responses at low and high frequency. Continuous transition of the curve form from typical low frequency response to the high frequency one can also be seen.
Phase-locked activity of the neurons in the AN fiber model leads to steplike character of the curve at low frequences. Those steps occur at the multiples of the period of the test tone.
(1) Another notable point is that peak response levels form curve which resembles equal-loudness curve of the human ear, this is exclusively a property of the AN fiber model since all cochlear filters in the bank had 0 db attenuation at the central frequency. 
Conclusion
Current state of the model allows us to believe that despite it's simplicity it is capable of capturing behavior of the real auditory nerve fibers activity at the qualitative level.
With the help of two PCNN layers a configuration sensitive to tones and less sensitive to broad-band noise is proposed. This feature is important for speech processing applications but by no means can be considered as a sort of "biologically" grounded model.
Another important property of the described system is the fact that neuron parameters are uniform for all neurons, belonging to a certin layer: audtory nerve layer, first PCNN layer of wide-band inhibitors, second PCNN layer. At this point they were chosen in experimentation. A kind of more justified lerning or adaptation algorithm, which would be capable of creating the system with certain prespecified parameters is needed.
In this paper activity of the spiking neurons was measured as simple timeaveraged number of spikes. This procedure is suitable for stationary signals. However, in order to apply proposed model to speech processing of more realistic non-stationary signals a new, more elaborated procedure of the convertion of the outpt neuronal activity to compact representation, suitable for processing is needed.
